
General Comment 

Hello, I can't find the list of people on the committee (on the website) but from the photos from the hearing on January 
29th, it doesn't look like any person of color is on the committee. Why? Best, Eric Hull 

Dear Committee: You have a wonderful opportunity to create a place that combines the elements of community and 
access to open space, which is what so many of us love about Idaho. With it's location by the river and water on the 
property, the Les Bois park area is prime to incorporate natural areas in your development. I hope you will take this 
opportunity to create a win-win for people and for the wildlife. Regards, Lisa Reed 

I was at the meeting last night.  I find it odd (odd is the nicest word I could come up with) that the director of Expo Idaho 
is not on the committee.   I can almost guarantee you that all committee members have never rented, or promoted, or 
even referred anyone to do those things at expo idaho, and yet these are the people that are going to help determine 
the future of the property?  The only committee member that I could see that uses the property regularly is the U of I 
extension office rep., and the young lady from 4 represented-H, that is mostly fair related.  I would like to know why the 
renters and promoters of events are not being represented?  Same for the director of 20 years. – Dave Moore 

-Sell property along the Greenbelt to developers for mixed residential/ retail - apartments, townhouses, restaurants, 
shops. - Use profit from above to move the EXPO Fair to cheaper real estate South or southeast in Ada County. -Leave 
Memorial Stadium or improve in the same location. - Create a diagonal Northwest to Southeast park area in the middle 
for the local community. -Develop the South and Southeast part of the property to high density 4-6 story low imcome 
housing that is owned by Ada County. -Sell Southwest corner of Glenwood & Chinden to developers to increase profit 
and help pay for the low income housing and EXPO Fairgrounds purchase. - Ken Duffy-ASLA 

This is a community space and has an immesurable value to citizens that live here. Selling this land to developers for a 
short-term fix to local budgets would be a terrible disservice to all past, current, and future residents. There are other, 
much more responsible ways, to provide the services our community needs than turning this space into a little extra 
cash. The county can certainly create new spaces for community gathering in other locales (this would be amazing!), but 
not at the expense of the fairgrounds. The area is growing and adding spaces like this in other areas of the county should 
be a goal. As we experience that growth the value of a place like this, where people from many segments of the 
community gather, only grows. – Alex McKinley 

This property has many uses for many people in this area. I learned to play baseball at Lady Bird Park and we walk the 
dogs down there often. I think it would be great if we could enlarge the park to include the current section of Lady Bird 
and extend it through where the race track is currently and connect it to the greenbelt. This would be a great place and 
would rival places like Julia Davis and Ann Morrison. The Western Idaho Fair and Boise Hawks are a staple here as well. 
They both bring in steady income and entertainment for the entire valley. It is great to have this public land that is 
heavily utilized and brings in enough money to self sustain its continued use as a public space! – Aaron von Lindern 

Regarding Ada County land abutting the Boise River, back in the 90s I was the designer of the Glenwood improvement 
project with ITD. This project included widening the Glenwood Bridge and the roadway from State St to Marigold. It also 
included improvements to the bike path system, wetlands and riverbank protection.  The southeastern portion of the 
riverbank, along Ada County property, had been subjected to continuous erosion. To counteract this problem, I worked 
with the Flood Control District to incorporate "channel barbs" as a design feature. These barbs are rock jetties that have 
been constructed at a specific angle, facing upstream. Their intent is to collect river sediments, thus allowing the 
riverbank to expand rather than recede. While this does not prevent flooding, it holds the potential to reduce land loss. 
Thought the county and the advisory panel might like to know this. My only other comment is, why not relocate the 
Hawk's Stadium over to the racetrack? Plenty of room to accommodate it and improvements to the fairgrounds. - 
Patricia Matthews, Retired 

I think this property should continue to be used for the people, it is a great location, plenty of parking and lots of room 
to build a bigger baseball stadium (ridiculous to put that in downtown Boise), the racetrack would be a great concert 
venue in the summer, an upgraded park could be built for everyone's use, etc. It is close to the greenbelt, river, the RV 



park could be extended, so much potential for this property. It should be maintained and upgraded for the use of the 
citizens of Idaho, I have been going there for over 30 years, used to work at the racetrack in the 80's, it would be a 
shame to see it sold and privately developed. – Nancy Hammond 

We need more playing fields for Lacrosse, Soccer, Football etc. It would be great to model this area on 'Dicks Sorting 
Goods Fields" in Denver https://www.dickssportinggoodspark.com/stadium-field-complex/field-complex-info/complex-
overview/ A central stadium with high capacity seating and 22 full size fields surrounding it. Additionally with some 
indoor turf arenas for Box Lacrosse, Socccer etc. we would have a centralized location where many events could be held. 
It could also hold the State Championship for many sports with all the parking capacity. Make it a statement that will last 
for the years! – Phil Warchol 

 

I was thinking of what I'd like to see on the 240 acre site. Hopefully others would too. I suggest moving Zoo Boise there. 
Doing that would mean an opportunity to expand it & update the park as a whole. Also, I was thinking it would be nice 
to have another YMCA there. Oh, and lots of hike and bike trails. Oh, and the property could have a few nice hotels 
surrounding it, but not on the 240 acres. Thanks! – Travis Woolford 

1. Please keep the fairgrounds and Western Idaho Fair in the current location. It's an important reminder of Treasure 
Valley's rural and agricultural heritage. Having a central location with good transportation connections is important; 
removing the fair to a remote location would be a logistical nightmare for Fair exhibitors. 2. Can the previous horse 
racing grandstand and grounds be reused for sports with spectator interest? For instance, Eugene, Oregon's track and 
field facility is a major local asset and tourist draw. Other possibilities might include professional tennis or volleyball. 3. If 
the race course if redeveloped, one option could be 'county level' recreational assets. An archery range would be good 



addition as good locations are becoming difficult to find. Also indoor and/or outdoor ice rinks and a hockey arena could 
stimulate local interest. 4. Another redevelopment possibility is offer space to the numerous microbreweries and 
vintners that are locating in the Chinden/Garden City corridor. Provide shared facilities such as warehousing, wine 
tasting bar and tap room and access to marketing channels. This could become a major local and tourist destination, and 
provide some revenue for Garden City. – Tim Oren 

I’d like to follow this discussion and learn along the way. My initial impression is that Ada County would be best served 
by selling the current Expo Idaho properties and building a new facility in a less expensive part of the county. – Jim Lowe 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input for deliberations about the future of Expo Idaho. I was in attendance at 
the Committee's first meeting and appreciate the wide range of considerations before it and the Commissioners. It 
would seem that areas for priority consideration should be the status of the buildings and acreage now abandoned with 
the termination of horse racing, along with the implications of up-to-date flood plain and floodway information. My 
hope is there would be an expanded area of natural beauty and protected wildlife habitat, free of concrete and 
manufactured adornments. It is my understanding that it would be beneficial to the river's health as well as wildlife if 
the river wer to flow a bit more freely, as would reinforcing and augmenting the existence of native plants. This seems 
like a good opportunity to make any changes necessary to prevent surface runoff from the parking lots polluting the 
Boise river as well. The Riverside Hotel recently undertook a number of changes with a view to protecting water quality 
and enhancing wildlife habitat that may be informative. I have already noticed a number of birds and no doubt other 
creatures that have taken up residence or frequent the area of the former race track. What an oasis this could be and a 
welcome refuge for people from the busy traffic that surrounds the Idaho Expo site!  It is not clear that other major 
changes (e.g., re-locating Expo Idaho or the Hawks Stadium) are imminent or necessary, though it did sound like 
infrastructure updates are necessary. To the extent changes are made, I would hope that the consequences for the 
environment are given full consideration. – Suzanne Troje 

Hi Diana!  I'm reaching out to just ping you regarding a project I would very much love to see as a reality. I think it not 
only would be hugely beneficial to Boise and the surrounding regions, be good for tourism, education, art, and provide 
jobs, it would be something unique and engaging. I've done quite a lot of work on developing the feasibility, phases, and 
looking into how these ideas self-fund over time. In summary, the concept is a large tropical botanical garden with 
climate-controlled domes. The spaces are for the tropical gardens, events, educational and "maker" areas, art displays 
throughout the park, and a smattering of other uses. Coupled with some small businesses, like a coffee shop, wine and 
beer bar, restaurant, and gift store. The major components for drawing people are the ongoing classes, major art 
displays that change often, and events with the potential for things like the Boise Philharmonic under the stars and 
accompanied by major light shows. Possibly a winter show for the Shakespeare festival. Along with tropical blooms and 
winding garden paths during all seasons. Karen Bubb was kind enough to listen to me and provide some of her thoughts 
on the project, and mentioned that I should, at least, let you know what I'd like to see happen. Perhaps you might like 
the concept enough to explore a way to make it work or figure out just how feasible it really is. I know you are someone 
who can take on complicated issues and thought this might be something you could help move forward. The project can 
be seen at https://gardensofxanadu.com [gardensofxanadu.com] Biggest challenges are appropriate land/location and 
connecting with entities or people that might be empowered to help fund this beyond my own contributions, so it 
moves forward more effectively. I greatly appreciate your time and hope you find this to be worth looking into. Thanks! 
Kaden Sinclair 

Please keep the entire area as a park. We need more parks and less high rise buildings and high density buildings in Ada 
County. Thank you! – Georgia Siehl 

Please keep the Hawks stadium, fairgrounds, Extension Service office, and Riverside RV park intact. Okay to update 
these facilities but not relocate them. This area needs to be kept in public open space as much as possible. We won’t be 
able to get it back if you let the developers take it for housing! – Karen Fullen 



 

(Follow up) Thank you both so much for your time and communication. I greatly respect that this may not be the 
appropriate project and that there must be some distance in allowing a team to properly consider. It is my great hope to 
bring this to Boise in some form. I'm quite fortunate in having the means and acumen to get things done, so I've no 
doubt I can create this over time. It just would be a lot easier and go a decade faster with others who are equally 
engaged by these challenging concepts. I am passionate about continuing to contribute to our amazing and beautiful 
region in various forms, and think this project has the potential to touch a great many lives in a meaningful way. I'll cross 
my eyes and fingers and toes that this appeals enough to merit consideration, but absolutely understand that I see 
things from a view that may not include all the factors at play. Still, it's pretty fancy. I'm ridiculously enamored with what 
it can become for people. The art already built and in process is incredibly cool and have swept in the community to 
participate in creating them. I hope you both have a wonderful seventy degree Friday! - Kaden Sinclair 

Hello, I want to voice my concerns regarding the change of venue for Expo Idaho and the Fairgrounds. My sister and her 
family own Spectra Producrions that put on a variety of trade shows and sponsor a large part of Western Idaho Fair. I 
work at the Christmas Show, Spring Home Show, Sportsman Show and Fall Home Shows. I have worked for Spectra for 
several years. They are coming up on their 50th anniversary of being in business. Moving this venue will affect their 
business as well as each and every vendor that holds a space every season. Not only that, but the salespeople that work 
so hard to fill those spaces have held their positions for a very long time. If the location changes, I would ask that you 
would please consider allowing a space to hold the events while the transition occurs. There are so many people 
counting on the trade shows every year. The impact it will have on the individual businesses as well as the 
employees/owners of Spectra Productions would be detrimental I currently reside in Kuna, and while I am excited about 
its growthgrowth-I do not necessarily think Kuna is the best place to hold a new Expo center and fairgrounds. We need 



to save as much land for the farmers. It is already being taken over by new construction. Again, I would please ask you to 
reconsider moving the location and allow it to remain in its existing location. Thank you for your time – Jennifer Miller 

I am all for converting this site to a multi sport complex one in which soccer, baseball, La Crosse and other sports and 
children will be able to play out as well as to be able to watch professional baseball and soccer… This is a great idea – Bill 
Taylor 

Hello, IDEQ Brownfields program would like to assist identifying potential environmental concerns at the Western Idaho 
Fairgrounds property. We will need walk the site, including the buildings, which will involve taking pictures to get a 
better idea of the type of assistance we may be able to offer with environmental site assessments (ESAs). Please feel 
free to contact me to set up a time if you are interested. Thank you, Tina Elayer, Brownfields Analyst 

(Follow up by Tina) Here’s a link to our waste facility mapper (WFM) in case you’d like to see what waste program 
actions have occurred on the property (and surrounding areas). https://idaho.terradex.com/ [idaho.terradex.com] There 
were two underground storage tanks (USTs) on the property. USTs- EDMS 2015BBB5259 (ID- 3-010912). Both tanks 
installed 12/22/1988? One 30 Day Notice of Closure form in EDMS stating two USTs (1) Gas- 2000gl, (1) Diesel- 2000gl.  
Site Owner/Operator- Ada County Fairgrounds. Closure was expected to take place on or about 12/29/1989. Notice 
received by DEQ on 12/19/1989. – Tina Elayer 

In regards to the buildings and happenings of Expo Idaho, I feel it should remain the same. Why change something that 
already exists. These buildings are perfect for the events currently taking place and bring in revenue for surrounding 
businesses. Garden City is perfectly located in the middle of ada county allowing the majority to get to events easily. 
Why spend more money to build another structure to house these events?? Horse racing area... mow it down and bring 
in businesses. Draw more people into the city! Building businesses or Event centers on the outskirts of town is bound to 
fail. The outlet mall... I can’t believe it’s still in business. Garden City has come a long way in terms of turning around the 
growth and “cleaning up” the area! Taking away a huge event center would only bring down business. Keep it! Add 
maybe an IKEA among other stores. Make it urban with housing above the store fronts. Please do not spend more of my 
tax dollars by building another building when one already exists and is working!!!! – Kristy Skow 

I live in riverside village and i believe it would be a great idea if the fairgrounds were developed into an area much like 
The Village in Meridian at Eagle and Fairview. In this case i think it would be more attractive as our area is directly on the 
river and could be developed with that in mind with shops, restaurants , theaters and even, yes, a water fountains/skate 
rink or something like that with some live music. A place to walk along the river, enjoy a bite to eat with shopping in 
mind or a movie. And please make it as high tech as possible. high end restaurants/maybe a small park along the river to 
bring folks in and maybe some luxury/tasteful condos close to the river. Please no apartments - there are enough of 
those going up all around Garden City. I believe this is just what Garden City needs to bring folks in and change the 
perception of our great city. nestled by the river – John Altieri 

I’m not great at these inspirational blank canvas dream ideas! My big thing would be to get the regional community uses 
to a more central location close to the interstate and turn the current grounds into a dynamic mixed-use community 
with some form of a community centric anchor. If someone can come to the table with a relocation package in return for 
the current grounds, I would then put them in charge of bringing the community together to come up with a viable 
Master plan that would need to pass the test of the Count and citizens through the normal land use process. It needs a 
Master Developer that can afford to fund/partner on the common infrastructure, roads, utilities, open spaces, etc. at the 
same time they execute the new development. I will watch with intrigue as they advance this project. By the way, I think 
the return to the County taxpayers can and should be measured by the projects overall impact to the region…not just 
dollars and cents! 

We would love to see a new stadium located at this property. Another option would be a mixed use space with 
apartments, a park, and some restaurants. Some challenges with that property is the increase in traffic when events 
take place. The roads are congested and there is an increase in accidents when large events are held, such as the music 
festival. That could potentially happen if a new, larger stadium would be put in that space. 



 

 

Expo Idaho is a wonderful public space that could stand a face-lift, but should remain a public space that retains public 
access to the river (what is with all the current "private" river accesses along the greenbelt?) and provide something 
unique that other public spaces are not providing. I would love to see the heritage of the fairgrounds and racetrack 
preserved by providing an agricultural park that provides a public horseback facility for all the people in the city who no 
longer have places to ride a horse, learn to ride a horse, or board a horse. If you take a look at the boarding facilities 
available just outside of the city in Eagle and Meridian, you will find that they are full. It could be very lucrative and 
would be attractive to homebuyers who would want to live close to such a facility for their families. It would help 
restore the culture of "backyard horses" that is such an important part of Boise heritage which is sadly dying because 
land values are rendering impossible for anyone but the extremely wealthy to keep and ride a horse. It could exist in 
conjunction with other agricultural education projects, such as learning gardens and a 4H center. Throughout the 
stadium debates in Boise, I have long held that the baseball stadium should be revamped and stay in the area where it is 
now as an anchor for Garden City and NW Boise. Please, do not create an environment for more "rooftop farms" in that 
area. They already exist. Give the rooftop farms a public center to anchor their communities and build around, not on. – 
Karen Smith 

Please do not let this property fall into the hands of developers. This space is so important for hosting many events 
(which I attend) but also it is critical for “breathing space”’ and tree habitat in the midst of all this building that is going 
on. We need the trees we need the land we need the open area we need to NOT lose what this area provides! – Sally 
Albright 



Have you been to Santana Row in San Jose? Pretty impressive success and the area previously was under-utilized. 
Attached is the master plan I completed years ago for Meridian Station. I am sending it because I think it can help 
illustrate the possibilities for the Fair Grounds site, most especially if the Task Force recommends removal of the race 
track. The attached plan sits on about 30 acres. So it’s not like it would ‘crowd out’ a lot of other potential uses. The 5 
blocks of urban development in my plan could embrace the Santana Row theme/development. It is primarily a dining 
and residential campus with lots of outdoor seating that Idahoans love. As badly as the Hawks ownership has been 
treated, you could give them a new site somewhere on the property for them to build the new facility and then demo 
the old stadium. The attached stadium plan was a 5,000 seat facility that accommodates soccer and baseball. I would 
welcome the opportunity to discuss further if this is suitable for consideration rather than the trash bin.  

 

I would love to see the existing track be turned into an outdoor running track with calisthenic stations placed along the 
way. There is also a huge need for an off leash dog park that is open year-round and just a place to go hangout with 
friends/family. I REALLY hope it isn’t bulldozed and turned into a million more apartments. Please give us som open 
space to enjoy. Thank you. – Marcie Foster 

Feedback on Use of Expo Center Grounds: I think that a significant portion of the property, the part on the end by the 
river, should be kept as the RV area (short term camping and maintained well as it is now), trails, picnic areas, and an 
expanded park. Additional recreation space and a dog park could be provided, access area for dogs to swim would be 
cool. Add lots of bike parking. We need more park areas on this end of town. Continue the chain of jewels of parks along 
the river. I think that if they want to put in housing, it should be something cool for Boise, such as old age housing, 
assisted living, something innovative for the elderly. There is alot of space there, so perhaps they could stop trying to put 
a ball field downtown and use a section of this property. I'm not interested in a ball field, but many people are. Perhaps 
on the south end. Parking garage could be built on the south end with shops and stores on the bottom floor. Parking 
MUST be sized to fit all of the things you will put on the property. And FREE for people who go there and for day use of 
the park and trails. Would be cool to ensure that any restaurants are only local eateries and not chain restaurants or fast 
food. Keep it local. Include a space for Arts exhibitions near the park area that are reasonable in price for artists to show 
and sell their work (think of les boquinists by the Seine in Paris), and a place for a small vegetable farmers market in 
season. Don't replicate the Village, but keep it more casual and keep it a multi-use area where people can come and not 
have to go downtown for everything. The access and the road sizes, entrances, etc..., could be improved to alleviate the 



congestion issues. Please don't ruin the property with weird high density housing or housing for rich people who want 
river-front property or corporations who want to control our natural assets. Keep any housing and businesses small and 
affordable. – Mary Arnold 

Please consider turning this land into a large park. All of the large parks in Boise lie east of Veterans Memorial Parkway---
Whitewater, Ann Morrison, Julia Davis, Marianne Williamson, Barber Park---they are all in one half of Boise. No large 
parks serve the other half---there are a handful of pocket parks, and that is it. This land is along the river, along the 
greenbelt, and is the perfect setting and geographic location for a park that serves the rest of us. – Laurie Anderson 

 

Please do not develop the fairgrounds property. We need the open space left as it is. – Laura Spencer 

I hope the committee will consider developing the Expo into a downtown for Garden City with shops, restaurants, park 
space, walking paths, and affordable condos and apartments. – Joan Wallace 

Open space. Plant more trees; educate about and encourage tree bathing. Make a labyrinth. Implement some type of 
sculpture that stimulates the senses....sight, touch, smell, hearing. Allow children to experience nature. Include water 
features too. Being in Nature is soothing and decreases anxiety and stress. Focus on that. – Jeanine Butler 

Ahhh, I see the vultures are circling, though I thought they would be more subtle. "If there's ever a softball down the 
middle, that's it," ... "Think of the uses you could put there for housing -- think of the variety of different types. Use the 
amenities of the river, existing infrastructure, existing transportation, easy bus routes, have some entertainment there 
with the stadium." -Tommy Ahlquist. As I warned in my prior email these scheister developers would come-a-courtin'. 
Ahlquist doesn't even bother to hide his greed - he sees a shiny stadium and cookie cutter poorly constructed over 



priced apartments and jammed together housing no local working for Idaho's crap wages could afford. Pardon my run-
on sentence. He mentions a stadium, great - tear down the old one and build a new one in the existing footprint. All 
these guys see are dollar signs... "housing -- variety of different types". You kind folks on the advisory committee and our 
county commissioners have a unique opportunity to do something great here, akin to the renowned Boise River 
Greenbelt and "string of jewels" parks along the river... don't screw this up - you only get this one chance. Imagine your 
names on a nice plaque out front having tirelessly worked to protect this for future public use vs. having your names 
tied, in perpetuity, to yet another crap development. This property must be left open for public use, we could have one 
of he most spectacular Fairgrounds/Public Use facilities in the country, extending the beauty Boise has set aside just up-
river. Or a bunch of garbage with a 30-50 year lifespan. Sadly I have little faith in our commissioners to resist selling out 
in favor of cushy consulting jobs after their tenure with said developers as Mr. Bieter recently did. Regards, Will Rogers, 
NP-C 

 

I appreciate your reply and it’s comforting to know there is someone out there in the ‘ether’!  I strive to be civil, I just 
have strong feelings regarding essentially public property being sold off to developers for short term gain with a net loss 
to the public in the end - My family and I attend the flea markets, fair and other activities out there on a regular basis for 
many years and I would rather not drive out somewhere between Boise and Mountain Home to attend these functions.  
There are not a lot of large parcels of land suitable for a fair grounds and an equivalent parcel such as the existing one 
doesn’t even exist.  I can see the developers trying to trade less desirable property for the current fairgrounds site as 
they are known to do and have done in the recent past...  I would hope the commissioners look beyond the short-term 



as I noted above in favor of the long-term benefits.  I’m happy to keep subsidizing this via taxes as your statement 
“current revenue the property brings into the county” alludes that keeping the fairgrounds going as-is is losing money 
though I am not aware of the deeper financial picture of the property.  I can’t imagine though the county can be hurting 
for money too terribly (or shouldn’t) be with the crazy growth going on around here - except for the tax deals these 
developers always seem to finagle.  Living in Boise for as long as I have has left a sour taste in my mouth regarding these 
developers and the sweetheart land deals and swaps they always manage.  I was quite disturbed to see the Greenstone 
folks were applying to be on the Advisory committee and was pleased they were denied. Again, I appreciate your time 
and reply. - Will Rogers (reply) 

Keeping Expo Idaho as a venue for events is the best use of that space. The biggest challenge currently is the lack of safe 
pedestrian and bicycle pathways along Glenwood Street. Crossing Glenwood from the west side to the east side is very 
challenging as a pedestrian. Leaving Expo Idaho and crossing Glenwood from the east to the west side is nearly 
impossible without severe risk to life. The Greenbelt area should also be expanded for bicycle and pedestrian use. 
Keeping this area as a public use space is very much needed along the river. Please DO NOT develop this area for 
apartments, subdivision style housing, or retail space. Expo Idaho is a gem. Public space is paramount to all other 
considerations of this area. – Michael Adams 

Turn the old fairgrounds at Expo Idaho into a riparian greenbelt park, with ponds, fishing, biking, hiking etc. The foothills 
and the river are what makes Ada county unique and livable. Let’s preserve what we have for all the citizens, not just the 
ones who can afford to own these places privately. – Jane Wallace 

The decision by the Ada County Board of Commissioners to acquire the 240 acre Expo Idaho site in 1967, to 
accommodate the third move of the Ada County Fair, has been demonstrated to be exceedingly beneficial to the public. 
This unique property is a major asset to the cities of Boise, Meridian, Eagle, Garden City, Kuna and Star. It should 
continue to be dedicated to the public purpose of its original intent. 

Expo Idaho benefits from an ideal integral central hub location for the communities it serves. It is in a setting of high 
natural and urban amenity with frontage on Chinden Boulevard and Glenwood Street along with the Boise River and 
Greenbelt. Its location serves to encourage a greater sense of community to the residents of all of Ada County. The 
iconic Western Idaho Fair, Boise Hawks baseball stadium, Riverside RV Park, youth sports ball fields, EMS, University of 
Idaho Extension Center are compatible very popular high demand uses that continue to drive strong profitable returns 
and benefit with growing public participation. In addition, this property contains exceptional open space values with 
potential for further enhancement.  

With the demise of the horse racing venue, this portion of the property could dramatically increase its public purpose 
value with the removal of the old race track along with appurtenances and be reclaimed to its historic value as a natural 
wetland. Restoration of this area to a high quality multi-purpose park is consistent with the recently updated Garden 
City Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map that designates the old race track for “Future Parks/Open Space”. This park 
could provide high quality urban wildlife and fishery habitat with design function that will serve to attenuate and 
mitigate effects of flooding from the Boise River for adjacent and downstream corridors while enhancing the river. This 
would be an opportunity for Ada County to provide flood mitigation from increasing urbanization in the cities along the 
river. Such a multi-functional park development would be attractive for public recreational use, encourage greater sense 
of community and supports Garden City’s goals for the Expo property to “create a destination” and “heart for the city”. 
As the Treasure Valley continues to grow, it becomes increasingly important to carefully manage the Expo property as an 
entrusted public asset as the highest priority going forward into the future. 

The dramatic growth in population and land costs in the Ada County communities renders serious consideration of 
relocation of Idaho Expo from its present site impractical. There are no suitable reasonable alternative locations within 
Ada County that could approach improving or replacing the intrinsic value and location the present site provides or 
accommodate displacement of the public uses that rely on the Expo facilities. Although the Expo property would have 
very high market value were it to be sold, it would be a huge permanent irreversible loss to the citizens of Ada County. 



The long term public benefits that this site provides far out weigh the consequences of short term limited gain from sale 
and redevelopment. 

There is great opportunity, with this committee’s review, to increase public appreciation and recognition of the value of 
this site. Careful examination of potential rearrangement alternatives that could increase amenities and efficiencies in 
utilization should be explored that would further enhance public values. With the conclusion of this process, it would be 
appropriate to urge the Ada County Commission to amend the Ada County Comprehensive Plan to designate and 
memorialize this site for its history and continued dedication for public purpose. 

Respectfully, Bob Sorvaag, Resident of Ada County and Garden City 

Dear Commissioners: I would like to offer feedback about the article on the May 2, 2019, on the KTVB web page about 
the future of Les Bois Park, titled Ada County Commissioners Discuss Future of Les Bois Park, by Misty Inglet. The article 
states:  “This is a long-term project and it’s not going to happen overnight," she said. "It’s going to take getting all the 
right partners to the table. We’ve got one shot at developing this property and we want to make sure we do it right.” 

Now that commissioners have the full assessment of all the buildings on the property, the contracts involved, and all 
other details, they can begin discussions on what to do with Les Bois Park in the coming months. The way this reads, you 
have come to a conclusion that the property is for developing.  Heavy reliance on statements from Evans, Garden City’s 
Mayor, lead the readers to the conclusion that you (Kenyon) and he are making deals.  Where has it been decided with 
the inclusion of the voice of Ada County taxpayers and residents that the fairgrounds needs to be developed?  When 
considering the aspect of public use and the variety of activities that have taken place and can take place in the 
“enterprise” area in the future, isn’t it a false comparison to say it has higher, better uses and could provide taxes to the 
county?  Pardon me, but why does Ada County need more tax revenue, and why from a treasured piece of public land 
like the fairgrounds?   

Whenever I read articles like these that speculate on some of the aspects of the fairgrounds and the use, I always think it 
is quite conspicuous that there is no openly talked about nor identified replacement site mentioned.  It gives the 
impression (probably an accurate one) that full disclosure might be too much for the public to stomach.  The 240 acres 
the fairgrounds covers is worth a gazillion dollars to the Ada County taxpayers.  Who could possibly pay what the 
property is worth, again a conspicuously absent detail.  Should someone come up with the money, where is the 
replacement property – one with river views, great access from all areas of the county, and established infrastructure? 
There is not one that meets the criteria, and I am of the informed view that the fairgrounds should remain the 
fairgrounds.  I’m not alone.  

I was having breakfast one morning at the International House of Pancakes in the Federal Way shopping complex, the 
one with Fred Meyer, Home Depot, Ross, a few fast food places, other retailers and banks.  The topic arose regarding 
the fairground property and its future or fate, Garden City, and development. Sorrowfully, I told my friends to look out 
the window – pavement, chain stores, fast food, cars, and a few pitiful trees – probably close to what would evolve if the 
fairgrounds is plundered. I like the fairgrounds as the fairgrounds.  It has a great history, high use, and it has more than 
just economic value.  Please explain to those who are salivating at getting their hands on it for lining their own 
pocketbooks that it is best kept for public use, and the discussion will evolve over decades, not a few months.  I guess 
this is a reminder that you work for the citizens.  Sincerely, Julie G. Hulvey, Boise, ID 

Please let me know when the meeting is reschedule. I am against any proposal to sell off any of the property . It is 
centrally located and needs to be income producing for future generations. I miss the horse races - they were a social 
event for my family and guests. Perhaps part of the land could be leased for a new stadium for 25 years with the county 
getting both lease payments and a percentage of the gate on all events. Some of the buildings do need to be updated to 
attract more venues. 

Would like to share some thoughts. Have overlooked the fairgrounds area from the rim for over 20 years. Native 
mountain pine & spruce linear and tall. duplicating a hi rise development with trees. A diverted river, like the Snake river 
flowing through the area. Sandstone from Table rock, huge pieces, to walls and seating slabs scattered throughout. Bike 



paths, walkways & maybe even horses. Expand the U of I extension office, Master gardeners to include, gardening 
education for kids with actual gardens they take care of. Include our FFA future farmers of America high school students, 
while not forgetting importance of our 4H kids and their raising, and selling of their animals. In addition a walk through 
garden with all the plants that new homeowners can use in the design of their homes that work well here would be 
great. Parking would all be on the perimeter, no vehicles in the park.  Now step back and look at the completed project 
50 years from now. That is the presentation that could take the breath away from people. Look at the city of trees from 
above and taking a walk under the tree canopy below. Just thoughts, Stephen DeBenedetti 

Growing up in Boise as a kid we always looked forward the the Western Idaho Fair! My sister and I grew up making 
cookies and entering them in and seeing what ribbon we would revive. Family from Seattle would come down and all of 
us cousins would have the best time at the fair. We even talk about it now when we see each other! Years later as a 
mother I love to see my daughter entering things of her own. I’m summer the local libraries do a summer reading for 
kids and as an award they hand out Boise Hawk game tickets for reading books. To my family the Expo building and 
everything around it brings us and the community together. Without these boise wouldn’t be the same. Please leave 
expo the way it is. Boise is doing great with it and would suffer without it. – Amy Evenson 

IMO, we should keep the Fair here at the Fairgrounds and re-purpose Les Bois - perhaps into a concert venue. Or an 
extension of the space for the Fair and other exhibitions. – Jeanine Schlauch 

To whom it may concern : I have been lucky enough to use the Fairgrounds site for the last 27 years as a 4-H mom, 4-H 
leader, and fair volunteer in many capacities. The fair and fair ground have made lifelong memories that just can't be 
replicated. Our county and community needs to have a fairgrounds where the youth of our community can experience 
the thrill of 4-H and FFA activities. My own kids have been lucky enough to learn about animal husbandry, make friends, 
experience healthy and safe competition all through the use of the Western Idaho Fairgrounds (WIF) and the 4-H 
programs. The fairgrounds have special memories for our family, besides the fair itself, my youngest son met his future 
wife and the fair, and a few years later asked her to marry him there in a show ring. I believe the fairgrounds are in a 
good location where they are now, and should remain where they are now. When the old race track location is 
developed I hope that it is business or park that is compatible with the fairgrounds. If "you" honestly believe there is a 
better use of the land that the WIF now sits on(not just thinking monetarily) then you need to develop a new and 
improved fairgrounds for our children and community first. – Deb Watterson 

We love the Western State Idaho Fair! My three girls raise 4H animals every summer and proudly take them to the fair 
every year. I think the fairgrounds should remain in the same location and find better uses for abandoned horse stables. 
- Hank Allen, Eagle, ID 

A) In the Idaho Prop 1 election of 2018, citizens voted against allowing betting on machines that use past races for 
instant betting, making them essentially a form of slot machines. It was NOT a ban on the horse racing at the property. 
So right off the bat there's inherent bias in this entire thing. B) I am completely against moving the Western Idaho Fair to 
anywhere else other than where it is now. It is centrally located, allows the entire valley to enjoy it, and brings lots of 
people into contact with the farming way of life, the farm animals and does so within the confines of an urban 
environment. This is unique, special and should be protected! These are the things that have made the treasure valley a 
unique desirable place to live, hence the massive influx of people relocating here. Making such drastic changes is not in 
the best interest of the public, it's only in the interest of developers and builders who will benefit from demolishing what 
is there and rebuilding something different. I would be for actually using the horse track for real-time, live horse races 
once again as the population has grown considerably since it has been used previously. – Joshua Miller 

Please take a look at the Deschutes County Fairgrounds Expo Center for some ideas. It's located in Redmond, Oregon. A 
smaller somewhat rural area just north of Bend, Oregon. Along with the Deschutes County Fair, there are many events 
that take place there. There is a multiuse indoor arena used for rodeos, equestrian everts, trade shows, dirt bike racing, 
monster trucks, and headliner entertainment and concerts. There is also an RV park. Check out the calendar of events. 
Boise deserves a quality fairgrounds and expo center at least as good as Deschutes County Fair and Expo Center. No 
need to reinvent the wheel. https://expo.deschutes.org/ Thanks for considering. I really think the Expo Idaho site is a 

https://expo.deschutes.org/
https://expo.deschutes.org/


diamond in the rough and with some planning and investment it could a world class public property and a great asset to 
our citizens. – Stanley Roach 

I would like to see the fairgrounds expanded to better serve the Treasure Valley. Hopefully, people on the committee 
have taken the opportunity to visit other metropolitan fairgrounds to get a better idea of how our fairgrounds can be 
improved. As I lived in the Pacific Northwest for 17 years before moving back home to Boise, I had many opportunities 
to attend other metropolitan fairgrounds and experience the wonderful activities provided. I think the Western Idaho 
Fairgrounds can be improved to better facilitate many events including the fair. Marci Howells, EdD, LPC (retired) 

Please don't move the fairgrounds! It has such a nice location. If you more it out to Kuna, I will no longer go to any 
events. Way to far away for some of the fun things I like at Idaho Expo. – David Hopkins 

Please leave something as it was before, that is a good space, we want something for the public, bring back horse racing, 
or put an Auto tack, or open space park for Garden City. TOO MUCH GREED, building, growth, leave some open 
spaces......enough already! Diane Wilson 

Don't line your oocket by selling OUR fairgrounds! – Laurel Nasados 

I would like to see this area developed into a park, or into a innovative housing community that includes small lot 
housing and a public park near the river. Nina Schaeffer 

I have to wonder which commissioner is going to make the most profit from this, or mayor or other city, county officials. 
I seems to me that we have a good location where it is, they can refurbish the Horse track and gain lots of area to 
enlarge the fair grounds. We do not need to relocate this it is prime location for the things that it is used for. LEAVE IT 
ALONE! Ricky Campbell 

I am seriously saddened at the fact that Boise would put the long time standing Fairgrounds up for sale or even talk 
about ridding it for developers. It is a landmark and should stay put. If there are areas that need improvement around it 
that aren't being used, develop that into something that will HELP the Fairgrounds and build that area, not tear it down 
for developers to do with what they want and change this historical landmark. Keep the fairgrounds!! Stacie Thurston 

Please keep the fairgrounds! It’s a part of our history and tradition! Kassi Tobias 

Please do not sell the fairgrounds for development. We need to preserve as much public land as we can! Bethany 
Bewley 

Please fight for the Fairgrounds to stay where they are! Catherine Elliott 

485 Conover St, Leave it where it is! Perfect location for everyone to commute to. It has been there for almost ever. It 
was perfect when they build it there and is perfect now. Leave it there. It is PAID for already. Look at all of the money 
that Garden City and surrounding area makes from the people that visit the Fair Grounds. Not from only the Fair but all 
of the other things that go on there! Tina Cunningham 

I believe Ada county needs to improve the existing sight and make it more viable for more events to take place on the 
existing sight. The Fairgrounds has been located here since the sixties and is a central location for all sorts of events. Any 
other property that the Fair could move to would mean less attendance as people like going to a central location not out 
of their way to some stretch of road out in the middle of nowhere. I also see some vendors leaving the fairgrounds that 
have been long term partners in renting the facilities because of the travel that would be required if out there in the 
desert. Expand the Exposition building with possible new wings or a new building on another area of the property. 
Remodel the turf club to be a meeting center or a media outlet for gaming, networking, and general network use. Rip 
down the stables and expand the rv park. Make a sports complex in the middle of the track area to hold local sporting 
events. Whatever of the land is left change into additional parking so that we will not be overcrowded when it comes to 
parking. Starting over would take forever and the county would be spending money on rebuilding a site that would have 
no income for a while until the facilities are built, while here they are still having events and making money while still 
getting upgraded. So many people I know would definitively leave the fairgrounds and not return if it was put out 



somewhere that is not easily accessible. Expo Idaho has been a focal point in Garden city for a very long time and I 
would just hate to see that all pass away. Leave it. David Hritz 

Selling off public property is a terrible and irreversible act- you can never get it back. The Ada County Fairgrounds is a 
legacy for future residents that needs to be preserved. Considering moving it south is poorly thought out as it would be 
hard to establish as a destination and the water supply there is already limited. Garden City does not need the taxpayers 
of Ada County to help them establish a city center or more density along the Boise River. These open spaces that can 
sustain natural areas are what make Ada County great. Land use will happen on existing private property without the 
need to give up what little public land is left. Please keep our Ada County Fairgrounds public so we can continue to enjoy 
it for future generations. Do not let our investment paying property taxes go to waste by selling it for a one-time short-
lived revenue boost- you will have wasted the investment in public space and community made by Ada County tax 
payers past and present. Developers will tell you anything to get you to sell it so they can make a profit on the backs of 
Ada County residents who have no voice and will be the losers of this public asset is sold. Susan Buxton 

Please save the fairground! We don’t want to see garden city turn in to another meridian with busy traffic and no 
community feel. This is an iconic piece of Boise that we need! Sarah Johnson 

Keep it public!!! Jan Gibson 

I would like to voice my objection to using this space for private development and rather would like it “rewilded” into a 
nature conservation area along the riverfront. If development is done can we make it something other than strip malls 
and and high density housing or limit that to the street front side with natural area behind it that is publicly accessible. 
Nicholas Outumuro 

Please keep the fairgrounds as public use land for fairs or a park. Do not develop. Sarah Ewing 

This is to address my comments in regards to the thoughts for the land that the Ada county fair is held. The fairgrounds 
needs to stay where it’s located. My daughter is in her 4th year or 4-H in Ada county. No we do not live in Kuna so 
moving it to Kuna because that is where the majority of the kids from is not the best decision for choosing a location like 
that. I have also with family have been able to attend many great events on the grounds that you are looking at selling. 
From the use of Lady Bird park for Easter egg hunts. My daughters very first hunt was done at that park back in 2009. To 
dog shows in the expo building, to the pet expo. The facility has excellent parking ability for the amount of people that it 
draws to the fair every year. I would hate for it to turn out to something like the canyon county fair with their parking 
situation, as that is a big reason why I do not attend the canyon county fair. The fair could never be moved to someplace 
smaller in acres as it is in need of more space to allow it to grow. With now having the opportunity to use the land that 
Les Bois park sat on. We have an excellent opportunity for growth for the use of the fair and for things year around. 
Using the stadium area with all the seating could allow for the draw of summer concerts outside of being part of the 
western Idaho fair. It can give us a chance to allow the dog 4-H section to grow and allow the kids to participate in more 
events with their dogs from agility to rally. Giving the kids their own area to show instead of having to use the arena that 
they show the dairy cows in because their is no other space. I get the concern on how can we utilize the space the other 
times of the year to bring additional money. Their are two AKC clubs in the valley that are always looking for places to 
host dog shows for performance events. One already host a dog show in October of every year at the facility. Their is 
also a local NADAC club that specializes in agility. Think of the ability to host more dog related events to help bring in 
money during the year. Allowing the horse portion to grow as we are already needing more stalls. With some work their 
are already tons of stalls that could be re-worked to allow for the growth. Getting a covered arena would be really nice 
use of some of the additional land that needs to be used. There are multiple clubs in the area that are needing places to 
hold horse shows. From single one day shows to shows that are 3-4 days long if not even longer. The amount of facilities 
that are left in the area to host shows at are getting smaller and smaller. We have a huge need for places to hold the 
shows. I personally belong too three different organizations that are wanting the ability to get more shows in the area 
and events but comes the problem of not having enough facilities to host the more shows. So I encourage the 
fairgrounds and expo Idaho to stay where they are at and looking at using the land to improve what’s already their and 



look at ways of helping the organizations in the community to help bring in additional money throughout the year for 
the county. Felicia Humpherys 

With respect to the fairgrounds property in Garden City, I believe the last consideration would be to turn any of this 
ground over to a developer. Haven't we seen too much of the valley open spaces lost to development over the past few 
years already? I'd like to see a wide green zone / flood plain preserved along the river. The ball fields / family play grassy 
areas need to be retained. Ideally the popular campground will be retained. A traffic light operable during special events 
is needed at the fairgrounds egress road intersection with Glenwood. Jim Morris 

Please do not sell off any of the Western Idaho Fairgrounds!!! Our tax dollars support this property! Marci Howells 

Do not sell this land to developers. Gina McClintick 

Do not take away our fairgrounds. This is a fun family place to go and have fun. There are many things the fair grounds 
can be used for when the fair isn't there. DON'T GIVE INTO CORPORATE GREED Carolyn Brown 

The amazing community resources, recreation and opportunities to enjoy the outdoors is what drew us to Boise. It is 
what has sustained the growth and bolstered our economy. The property at the Fairgrounds is a priceless, irreplaceable 
resource that should be protected and treasured. Selling to developers may provide a cash cow in the short-term, but 
Garden City and Boise will never be the same. Please do not sell this property to developers. We need to maintain and 
protect what we have before it is all swallowed up by this out-of-control growth. Jamie Watts 

Please don’t sell our publicly owned, historic and beloved Fairgrounds to private developers!!! Diana Echeverria 

I’m not happy with the current use of this property, as it doesn’t seem to provide a reasonable return to the taxpayers 
who own it. I could support any plan that created more open/green space, and possibility the largest park in Ada county. 
I think a well designed park could still incorporate the fairgrounds or it could be moved. If there is a decision to develop 
some smaller parts of the property to help fund this endeavor I would support that so long as the open green space was 
at least 150 acres. Id also like to see the County match any development land with an equal amount of land set aside for 
affordable housing to replace what will be lost when this is developed. I believe discussions and committees should also 
include residents who live in the RV park. These are the people who have the most to lose when changes are made, and 
their voices must be heard Jason Jones 

Please consider the need for natural habitat and open space for your citizens. It is a short bike ride on the Greenbelt to 
expo Idaho and there is so much history there and beauty it would be devastating for this to be sold to private 
developers. If boise and surrounding area is supposed to be the most livable city in the country you absolutely need to 
create open spaces for citizens and nature alike. Keep This area natural and the history alive. Brooke Herzog 

It would be such a shame to sell off this "Public" land to private developers. This area could be made in to something 
that all people could enjoy. Not to mention the remaining wildlife that benefit from this untouched area. Please 
comsider more than just money. Humans and animals NEED ipen, natural space to enjoy. If this pandemic has taught us 
anything, it's that we definatley need outdoor space to remain sane. Please reconsider your plans to build or at least 
limit it in order to preserve the natural open space that all can still enjoy. Regards, Shawn Lovewell 

I would love to see the fairgrounds area made into an open public area that is dedicated to gardens. There could be all 
different kinds of garden types. It would be educational and beautiful and functional. There are a lot of trained 
gardeners that could take care of it. Maybe through the universities or colleges. Garden City would truly be a garden 
city! I think it would be a destination if it was like this. It could be a public park/garden area that would add beauty and 
value to the community. There could also be some area reserved for community gardening. Going back to create a 
public beautiful area instead of developing it would be my preference. It would NOT improve the value if it was housing, 
businesses. I think the rest of Garden City can be developed, which is happening. A true Treasure Valley treasure would 
be to make a garden destination for Garden City. We could make gardens to honor the Chinese and others who 
historically contributed to our history. Thank you! Kristiana McGee 



Yo whom it may concern, I have lived in and around Garden City for over 20 years. I live in this area to be close to the 
foothills and the greenbelt. I have walked and biked many miles along the way, enjoying the river, the space and the 
calm certain areas provide. I guess what I'm trying to say is that if we have the opportunity to develop an area that truly 
is considered the heart of Garden City, let it it be something of value and beauty to all it's citizens. A lovely park would 
be a great addition to the city and surrounding area, preserving the land, natural habitat, wildlife, and river. It is such a 
beautiful area and I believe in the long run, an added treasure to our valley if preserved as a natural, sacred spot for 
people to enjoy. Please consider beautifying this area into a park for all to experience. Sincerely, Crystal Young Long time 
resident; lover of the Treasure Valley. 

As a citizen of Garden City who lives nearby the fairgrounds, I ask of you to please consider turning this area into a park 
instead of selling it to private developers. We need to preserve this vital land. Caitlin Brist 

Please don’t sell the Ada County Fairgrounds for development. Keep the fairgrounds and Expo Idaho intact in place and 
improve the facilities to serve the development that has already occurred. Restore the riparian habitat. Create 
demonstration gardens. Make it a source of public pride and a destination where visitors can spend money supporting 
surrounding businesses. Karen Fullen 

The Expo Idaho site needs to be kept public for all residents’ access rather than going to a developer to put up high 
density housing that will only over-burden the surrounding infrastructure. This site should be converted into a public 
park with other public facilities. As it borders the greenbelt it could become another “pearl” on this end of the string of 
pearls to join Esther Simplot, Ann Morrison, Julia Davis, etc. Do not go down the path of our myopic predecessors who 
razed many historic buildings of Boise for a mall. Once you let this go it will never come back and your name will not be 
looked upon kindly by future generations. Thank you for your consideration. John Drynan 

Please keep this area open to the public! Make it a park or anything but privately developed!!! Kricket Eichelberger 

The Fair has been one of the steadfast events the Boise area has had for a very long time. It would be a great shame to 
loose any of the much needed space for everything that has happened at the Fairgrounds from Dog shows to mini 
conventions, to some of the greatest concerts. Trade shoes, automotive blow out sales, 4 h fairs, horse races, company 
picnics ,carnivals, art shows, new gadget shows, The Highlanders games, Baseball, so much more, and more to come. 
Please leave this property Katie Ashley 

Please, please do Not sell to private developers!!! As a native of Idaho, specifically involved in the horse and animal 
industry, please keep this land open for the Fair, the family activities and such that we grew up with! This iconic property 
holds so many memories, please do not sell us out!!!! It can be added onto for public recreation and events and 
continue to be the heart of Boise!!! Tammy Burke 

I am an Idaho native. Born and raised here in the great state and the Treasure Valley. The best and most fondest 
memories are from going to the Fairgrounds and surrounding Les Bois park. The landscape of our valley is changing at a 
rapid rate, please don’t erase our local treasures from our sight. I once had a teacher tell me that previous cultures and 
their ways of life had previously been erased from Boise and if we still had that culture here. It would make our valley 
more wonderful (i.e. the rose gardens, Chinese heritage and the train/trolley system we used to have that were erased 
from time.) If we take away those places from what makes our valley great, we won’t have a Treasure of a Valley 
anymore. Please please I beg you to not remove our history. Don’t make Boise vanish. Elizabeth Hachtel 

SAVE OUR FAIRGROUNDS! Please reconsider selling any of the property currently in your possession. It is a beautiful 
central location for Idaho residents to gather and enjoy many events. The beautiful Boise River runs beside this prestige 
piece of property ... once it it gone it is gone. The fairgrounds is meant for current and future residents to enjoy. Please 
do NOT consider selling any of it off to private developers. Lisa Anderson 

The central location of the fairgrounds is one of the key reasons we so frequently attend the Fair and other events that 
are often held at Expo Idaho. It is is unique and special about Ada County, that our fair is accessible by bike, for so much 
of the city and so convenient to attend. I would like the county to keep the location, un-developed to commercial 



exploit. Please leave the fairgrounds in its current location, without selling off pieces of it. Using the track or the existing 
site of the Boise Hawks Stadium would be a good idea, to enhance the site. Piper Cabaltera 

First I don't see any reason to sell this parcel then have to turn around and by something else at today's prices. I have 
spent my whole life in Boise and would hate to see this use of public space moved somewhere that first is not centrally 
located for the residents of Boise proper or second move it somewhere where we would have to deal with even more 
traffic and a longer drive. The fairground in the city of boise is really here to serve the city of Boise. Meridian, Kuna, 
Nampa and Caldwell are the fastest growing areas in the Treasure valley and have, at this point, sort of become their 
own planet so to speak. Inten years they will have population large enough to have their own event center. 
............Please don't take away or sell something that's perfectly suited for the residents of Boise to meet demand of the 
population growth in western Ada County................ We live in two different world's. Dirk Larson 

I just read about the potential sale of Expo Idaho/Fairgrounds. I don’t think there is a tax payer in our treasure valley 
who hasn’t felt the impact of the development in the last 10 years. With money hungry developers and some politicians 
we have seen the valley transform and not for the good. Please keep this area away from developers and say it is not for 
sale! It is a treasurer landmark that creates memories and a great insight for our children into Idaho culture while 
building community. Lindsay Barnes 

I am aware that there are many competing ideas for the use of this fantastic public space. Let us not forget as we 
proceed that this is a PUBLIC space. This is the space where the public can come to have large events. A space where 
kids can come and show what they have learned. This particular location was chosen because it was at the center of the 
population of Ada county. It was easy to reach, it has great egress for large vehicles and equipment and it has fantastic 
access to the river. With the demise of horse racing it is now time to consider what to do with the river front property. I 
strongly oppose selling any of this property outright to developers. I strongly oppose building residential properties 
along the river limiting access for the public. I would like to see mixed use of this property while preserving its current 
uses. The fairgrounds hosts many events throughout the year. The fair is the largest by far but as the city grows so will 
the opportunities to use this property and create income streams. I would like to see a multi purpose baseball stadium 
moved to where the horse track is allowing them to utilize the parking and allowing for decent seating for concerts 
during the fair and at other times during the year. I would like to see the fair buildings upgraded to make an attractive 
convention center to attract larger shows to Ada County. Please note I said the fair buildings. The fair needs to continue 
to maintain it's presence at this location. The infrastructure is in place and the location is ideal. Mary Schmidt 

Originally I commented on building facilities where the paddocks are. After seeing everything that we are going through 
now, I think that it would be advantageous to plant gardens for consumers in our area. I still think that we need to put in 
an enclosed arena where the race track is. It could be used year round for many events but also for times of crisis like 
what we have encountered across the country with Covid19. The fairgrounds just need to be improved which will be 
minimal cost compared to moving somewhere else. It is a great central location for the whole Treasure Valley. My kids 
have grown up there for many years. This is more important than property values. Please consider this and reevaluate as 
we move forward in all of the Phases that we have to go through from now on. What is sad about this whole thing is that 
the planned improvements could have been done during this shutdown period by contractors that are following the 
social distances and guidelines by the CDC. It's unfortunate timing for everyone and everything. Stay safe. Jennifer 
Johnson 

You can't sell Expo Idaho and the fairgrounds to developers! We need our expos during the the year and the Western 
Idaho Fair in August! Please think of the community and Idaho as a whole! Not just greed and money   Darcy Panak 

I wish to subcribe for updates. The Expo building is very vital to my income. I am a vendor at the Spectra Flea Market, 
Pickin Boise, Idaho Vintage Market and the Christmas Show. Expo is the only venue that provides the space and parking 
to use for an indoor winter venue. There are a lot of us that depend on the income we generate from these events. A 
large number of vendors that setup at Spectras Flea Market are on Social Security. A loss of income from these events 
will create a genuine hard ship. I'm totally against the demolition of the Expo Building unless another venue is with easy 
access built first. Sincerely Roma Clark 208 917 0018 braided_rivers@yahoo.com  



As a frequent user of the Expo Idaho grounds, I am most interested in the future development of this area. I think it is 
essential that the grounds continue to be used for housing the Western Idaho Fair. The location and amenities of Expo 
Idaho makes it an ideal site for the Fair. I am also a Master Gardener with the U of I Extension Office. The U of I 
Extension Office provides much needed services to the area...from the 4-H program, to the Master Gardener program, 
to education for farmers, ranchers, and landscape professionals, and many more. The location of the current office is 
ideal for Boise and many of the surrounding cities. I feel it is important to keep the U of I Extension Office in its current 
location. The stable and racetrack areas have access to the Greenbelt. Given this, I feel it would be extremely beneficial 
to provide a park/community area very similar to Kleiner Park in Meridian and Barber Park in Boise. A community center 
would provide a convenient place for educational opportunities and would fill a badly needed service on this area of 
town. It would also supplement the beauty and accessibility of the Greenbelt to neighboring towns and communities.  
Thank you for your consideration. Lorraine Fujii 

I would like to see the fairgrounds remain at the current location. Karen Smith 

I've heard the committee is considering moving the fairgrounds to Kuna. I think that would be a big mistake. The 
location is perfect- Central to so many cities and in the heart of the valley- if it were to move to Kuna I think there would 
be a significant reduction in attendance. I can say for my own family, we would likely quit participating in 4H and not 
attend the fair anymore because it's just too far away to make sense for us. Please don't move the location! Dena 
Douglass 

We are part of 4H and we love the Fair, it is a highlight of our summer. EXPO Idaho works so well for it! It’s convenient 
and central for so many! Please keep the fair here! Stacy Saunders 

I have been a long time fan of the Western Idaho Fair & the Deschutes County Fair where I grew up raising pigs & lambs 
for my 4-H projects. I am now a 4-H leader and have been involved with the Fair on a variety of levels in the 20 plus 
years we've lived in Idaho. I love the location, as it is close to my house & very convenient. I have also taken part in other 
events at the Fairgrounds which I would probably not do if it was located in Kuna. The Deschutes County Fair in Oregon 
was moved in 2000 & is definitley something its citizens can be proud of. The grounds & buildings there are BEAUTIFUL. I 
love the location of the Fairgrounds but it is in need of major updating, in my opinion. Some ideas: Additional trees 
would be nice; more dimensions/elevation added to the buildings; the bathrooms enlarged & updated in all the 
buildings; the animal barns improved.... the whole thing is just very dated & worn out looking. I think the bones 
themselves are good but it leaves much to be desired. Western Town is a perfect example of the style I think the entire 
fairgrounds should be modeled after. It seems like Les Bois could be improved to provide a desirable concert area/ & 
outdoor event center. Perhaps a place you could do a seasonal farmers market of sorts? I heard the horse 4-Hers would 
love to extend the barns & horse arena into part of that area. I am not a horse person myself but I feel like that would be 
a good use of that area. Perhaps a skate park could be buillt somewhere on the property. I think those can be great 
places for kids & adults alike & I don't believe there is one in that part of town. Jennifer Waite 

Expo Idaho Committee, Thank you for allowing public input into your decision regarding the future of Expo Idaho. I have 
many wonderful memories at Expo Idaho. As a child and teen, learned about patience, hard work and perseverance 
through 4-H and FFA. The culmination of various projects took place at the Western Idaho Fair at Expo Idaho. As a 
parent, my own children have had  amazing experiences there exhibiting in 4-H and FFA. I am an FFA advisor and 4-H 
leader. I get to see the impact Expo Idaho and the Western Idaho Fair has, and hopefully will continue to have, on youth 
in this valley. The fair provides young people with experiences that will effect them now and into their futures. I would 
hope that before any final decision is made, each member of the committee will spend a day in the livestock and family 
consumer science areas of the fair and see the amazing accomplishments Ada County 4-H and FFA members have 
achieved. While at the fair, stop and talk with these kids, ask them about their fair experience and extension services. 
Ask how they have been impacted by both. It is my hope that when you discuss the future of the property, you will 
continue to invest in our youth and community members and recommend the fair remain at Expo Idaho. I know the 
property’s market value is tremendous, but please remember the value the fair experience has on hundreds of children 



and adults in our county. For these reasons, I urge you to keep the Western Idaho Fair at Expo Idaho. Best Regards, 
Peugh Renee 

Please let me know when the meeting is reschedule. I am against any proposal to sell off any of the property . It is 
centrally located and needs to be income producing for future generations. I miss the horse races - they were a social 
event for my family and guests. Perhaps part of the land could be leased for a new stadium for 25 years with the county 
getting both lease payments and a percentage of the gate on all events. Some of the buildings do need to be updated to 
attract more venues. Rick Jones 

I heard you want to move it the fairgrounds clear out by Kuna. That would stop me from going to most things I go to 
now. We have an exelent location with several 4 lane streets leading to or from it. I oppose this move very much. Who 
are the elected officials over this move? David Hopkins 

my family uses the fairgrounds for many events and absolutely love its location. Please do not move the fairgrounds!! 
Carrie Cornils 

There is no better place for the Fairgrounds in all of Ada County. The location is centralized, easy and quick to get to and 
perfect for this use as history and the evolution of the property has shown. It seems to me that every five years or so 
there is interest to move the fairgrounds to any other area in Ada County because of developer interest in the highly 
sought property. It cost the tax payers nothing because all the money raised by the fairgrounds pays for the fairgrounds. 
Why are you wanting to change this and why are you spending tax payer money, sometimes reported to be $80,000.00 
or more to find out the same thing. That it should stay where it is at. Kent Persons 

I don't feel that changing the venues for these two facilities events would be a beneficial choice to anyone especially the 
people who support these events. I hope you have considered the consequences that would impact the small businesses 
that run within these two venues. I am already at a 50 percent loss for my small business, during this epidemic. Please 
reconsider these choices of not having events there. Lisa Elliott 

Leave the Fairgrounds where they are. There is already too much development going on. Amy Harder 

As long as the expo stays in the Boise area, I'm good. It wouldn't be a good idea to relocate it elsewhere in the state 
because the population isn't concentrated enough anywhere else. Lisa Warner 

The Fairgrounds should remain where currently located but are in need of substantial reinvention. The Les Schwab 
Amphitheater in Bend Oregon is an excellent example of developing a multi-use venue that has attracted concerts, 
sporting events, ice skating, river recreation, shopping, hotels, breweries and many other attractive amenities. The 
Western Idaho Fairgrounds and surrounding area could be part of a world class multi-use complex with adequate 
parking and easy access. How much traffic and congestion can downtown Boise accommodate? by engaging hotels, 
housing, upscale shopping developers, recreational exploitation (in a good way). People are relocating to Boise in 
greater numbers, they want an attractive, environmentally friendly and safe destination, that could still show case 
Fairground types of events but on a grander scale - time to make the Fairgrounds / multi-plex one of them. Terry Bollons 

I believe that the current location is truly the best location for several reasons. 1) Location - It is in the center of the 
community. With the (hopefully) upgrades/expansions to State Street & Chinden, accress will be improved. 2) Facilities - 
the Expo buildings are great for any event I have attended, 3) The racetrack and the baseball field are great venues for 
programs that may accompany any event. The cost to rebuild these things in another location do not seem an efficient 
use of tax payer monies. Suzanne Butler 

I would like to see the fairgrounds stay where they are currently located. It covers a large area that I know is prime real 
estate but the advantages out weigh the dollar value. . Perhaps the horse racing arena could be modified for concerts 
and bring in revenue to the county. It could be leased to a program manager much like Spectra does with the indoor 
activities. I think if the fairgrounds were relocated outside the downtown Boise area, it wouldn’t get the attendance as it 
does now. It is easy access from our neighboring towns which ever direction they come to Boise from. The large 
buildings would. cost a small fortune to replace at a new sight. Please leave it where it is now. Vickie Winkel 



The Idaho Expo grounds should stay where they are. Anytime that bureaucrats say that they are following what is best 
for the citizens, the citizens get the worst of the deal. Keep the fair and turn the horse track and bleachers into a first 
class stock car track. You have the river as a buffer zone and this will give you another 9 month program to insure 
income for the Idaho Expo Organization. Ken Swickard 

I have been doing various craft and vendor shows at the EXPO off and on since 1985. This location is important to MANY 
vendors. It is easy to find, large enough for shows and comfortable. Sure it may need a little updating but all building do 
at times. Being able to do shows at this location brings in lots of out of town vendors which means more revenue to 
Boise and Ada County. Please don't take this opportunity from us. Brynda Fauth 

As a local Business owner I for one feel that we need to move forward using common sense and caution, re-open and 
get the economy moving again. Lets implement a way to use the Expo and fairground facility that is safe but moving 
forward, Stacey Miller 

Greetings, A quick message in behalf of the Expo Center for the success and the use of this venue over the past several 
years. It is offered great success for our organization to showcase our products and services. I am confident that it will 
continue based on the location and growth of ADA County. Chris Fajardo 

I am in favor of leaving Expo Idaho in it's current location. Thank you. Ron Attard 

I think the facilities should remain in the same location as they do presently BUT I also feel that there are various areas 
that need renovated. For example, bathroom facilities and food service. Tim Van Zant 

I am writing regarding the location of the Western Idaho Fair. I have lived in Boise my entire life and grew up attending 
the Western Idaho Fair at it's current location (Expo Idaho). I have fond memories of attending every year with my 
grandparents, parents, sister, and friends over the many years. Now, as a vendor at the Western Idaho Fair, I believe the 
best location for the fair is still at its present location because of the facility size, easy accessibility, and location. Thank 
you. Wendy Towle 

Hello Committee! I feel there is NO immenent need to move our Expo Idaho site to another site. It is conveniently & 
centrally located & the infrastrucure is sound. Better spending of funds could include paving more area parking & 
upgrading the AC in the middle building. Thank you! Bonnie Hopper 

The fair is important part of our history . The fair grounds should be enhanced not moved for more commercialism. 
Treasure Valley lacks expo and convention space and everyone looks forward to getting back to our roots once a year 
and celebrating Western Idaho history. Please leave the fair alone you already took horse racing away we do not need 
more of the same jeep our history in tack! Brent Giesler 

The organization I work with sells chocolate items at the Expo Idaho Christmas event. The fairground is very well suited 
for our organization. There is plenty of parking, it is centrally located, and the event planners are very helpful. Change 
can be good but in this situation We feel that it would better serve the public to stay put. Kathy Kinney 

Please don't move the fair to another place I and many of my friends don't have transportation and if you move it we 
won't be able to go anymore.too many people are moving things to meridian and the bus doesnt go out there and if it 
did they don't run later in the evening. Dina Radcliff 

I'm a member of the 4H little Explorers club. I am 8 years old. In our club meeting we talked about the fairgrounds 
maybe being moved. I think the fairgrounds should stay where they are. I like where it is. It's easy to get to. There's lots 
of parking spots. It's been there a long time. I like going there for the fair. Thank you for your time. Sincerely, Kathryn 
Applegate  

Relocating the Expo would be a big mistake! Location and costs are essential to Vendors that support this Expo! Margaux 
Cannon 



Me and my wife have been coming to the fair for 26 years. And recently in the last 10 years been bringing our 
granddaughters. Unfortunately we will not attend the fair this year. Risks are to high. We’ll be back in 2121. WE LOVE 
THE FAIR. Robert Ingersoll 

I have found that the expo is the best suited for the Christmas show. Close to town, easy parking, and the building is split 
into 3 separate areas for the products to be shown. Customers have ease of movement around the arena. Charles 
Winkel 

Hi, The current protests represent a direct challenge to government and economic leaders. They are saying that there is 
not enough attention paid to those without power in society, the economy, or government. I suggest taking up those 
projects which directly benefit those who have been left out. As I have suggested before: Quadruple the size of the RV 
park at the Expo Center. Install 500 tiny homes at the former race track. Additional Ada County offices can wait. Let's 
hope it is not too late. Thanks for your consideration. Davis Straub 

 

  



Dreams/Desires Comment 

IF EXPO IDAHO WAS A BLANK SLATE, WHAT WOULD YOU PUT HERE? 

• Increase RV parking by a factor of three (to the south and west of current, add tiny homes and mixed use 
housing in race track and south parking lot, under street pedestrian ways to commercial properties north. and 
west. Improved public access to the Greenbelt. No high end homes. Kids biking areas throughout any 
development and in the current park to the west. 

• We would keep the fairgrounds exactly where they are which allows residents to access the facility by bike using 
bike lanes, the greenbelt, sidewalks, public transportation (bus) or car. to take care of them. The park along 
Chinden has been an eyesore for years and the place looks horrifically rundown from both Glenwood and 
Chinden. It would be nice to have an actual park . 

• I don't have any new ideas, but I think it would be nice if the existing facility could be upgraded for a refreshed 
stadium.  It seems silly to build a new stadium downtown when an existing facility exists that has parking.  Going 
downtown is not the solution to everything.   

• 1. Move the park facing Chinden to the Riverside on the north, expand recreation facilities there. 2. Make 
existing park into mixed use/commercial residential and use funds to improve new park and county facilities 3. 
Keep state fair/Expo as is. Not broken, perfect location! 

• The Expo Idaho site would be a great location for a variety of housing types including for sale, market rate patio 
homes and/or condos (especially along the Greenbelt/River), for rent housing with mid-level density for both 
market rate and workforce housing, retail along the Chinden and Glenwood frontages, office space (ideal 
location for Ada County consolidated offices), a community gathering space for Garden City helping provide 
Garden City with an identifying location, park space with baseball fields (to replace existing fields and green 
space but more in the interior of the parcel) and a transit center with "Park N Ride" opportunities (could be 
shared parking with the park space or baseball fields). Depending upon the future of baseball in Boise, 
maintaining Hawks Stadium until a new stadium is built. 

• If Expo Idaho was a blank slate, I would put a public park, a dog run, a children’s playground, and an 
amphitheater there. 

• Mixed use – restaurants, shopping (small business); encourage arts, wineries, breweries that GC is becoming 
known for; some housing, city offices; lots of green space! This is a naturally beautiful area, promote this!!! 

• I would do what the revised (2019) Garden City Comprehensive Plan calls for in Section 3.1 and specifically 
outlined in section 3.1.4 by creating an urban city center including a “Main Street Corridor” on an extended 
Alworth Street as shown on the future planning map for their Comp. Plan. 

• Make the area into a mixed use activity and residential area. Ideas include: Sport/multi-use facility - baseball, 
soccer, other athletics, plus concerts, community events, etc.; High density housing - including workforce as well 
as mid-income housing; Retail/commercial - restaurants, shops, etc.; A park along the river/greenbelt to provide 
access to all; County administrative offices to take some of the overflow from current County offices 

• I would add a well designed, high density living community with multiple shops and possibly a world class 
stadium to replace the current, existing stadium. Additionally, I would recommend the County designate it an 
urban renewal district to ensure the tools necessary present to build a strong, vibrant location. I would not sell 
the land to a single developer unless the developer could show a complete build out even in an economic 
downturn. Develop the ground nearest Chinden first and move north toward the river. A URD could be created 
to last 7-10 years. Upon finishing the district, it should be annexed into Garden City, and should be a state of the 
art example of how to create a space with multi-family housing, retail, and events. GBAD could be a partner in 
the project if it will advance tourism in the valley by either bringing professional soccer or a more vibrant 
baseball team. 

• Expand Lady Bird Park; create community area with soccer fields/youth baseball area’s; expand on the park 
theme for citizens in Garden City 

• It’s ripe for commerce and could be a tax opportunity for the city and also a developer’s funding 
• Condos, restaurants, brewery, multifunctional sports facility for concerts, soccer, and baseball, park 



• This is a very unique property bordered by the Boise River on the north, U.S. Highway 20/26 on the south, State 
Highway 44 on the west and Garden City on the east. This property could have greenbelt/park along the river 
and complimentary and integrated development of office space, restaurants, hotel(s), a housing mix of 
condominiums, and apartments and an entertainment center including a sports park for baseball, soccer, and 
many other uses. 

• The Expo Idaho site would be a great location for a variety of housing types including for sale, market rate patio 
homes and/or condos (especially along the Greenbelt/River), for rent housing with mid-level density for both 
market rate and workforce housing, retail along the Chinden and Glenwood frontages, office space (ideal 
location for Ada County consolidated offices), a community gathering space for Garden City helping provide 
Garden City with an identifying location, park space with baseball fields (to replace existing fields and green 
space but more in the interior of the parcel) and a transit center with "Park N Ride" opportunities (could be 
shared parking with the park space or baseball fields). Depending upon the future of baseball in Boise, 
maintaining Hawks Stadium until a new stadium is built. 

• It seems to me that there is room for both a new stadium (a long-time vision for Bill and many other smart 
people!) and a downtown development for Garden City that could include shops, restaurants and office space 
for other businesses (see, e.g., the Village in Meridian).  Perhaps there would also be room for convention 
facilities. 

• Multi-use sports complex, includes renovated baseball/soccer stadium, add 10-12 fields/turf for soccer/lacrosse, 
etc, indoor high ceilings for volleyball, basketball, cheer/dance, etc. (no obstruction or column’s). Would be good 
to have 10-12 courts.  I’d also love to see a 250 room or 2 – 130-180 room hotels, 
restaurants/cafes/breweries/wineries, housing (both affordable and at-market), park/open space and/or nature 
trail, small convenience store, plenty of parking, gallery, museum or nature center (Something for parents to do 
with competitors siblings during competitions.) 

• Garden City Center with dining, entertainment, office, multi-family, shopping. All of this would generate tax 
revenue for the city and county 

• The Expo Idaho site would be a great location for a variety of housing types including for sale, market rate patio 
homes and/or condos (especially along the Greenbelt/River), for rent housing with mid-level density for both 
market rate and workforce housing, retail along the Chinden and Glenwood frontages, office space (ideal 
location for Ada County consolidated offices), a community gathering space for Garden City helping provide 
Garden City with and identifying location, park space with baseball fields (to replace existing fields and green 
space but more in the interior of the parcel) and a transit center with “Park N Ride” opportunities (could be 
shared parking with the park space or baseball fields). Depending upon the future of baseball in Boise, 
maintaining Hawks Stadium until a new stadium is built. 

• Not a traditional rural county fairground, for sure. This is the ideal site for an urban infill mixed-use development 
o Entertainment including sports arenas 
o Variety of medium-to-high density housing (8-60 units/acre) 
o Retail 
o Office 
o Greenbelt-oriented park 
o This is the biggest “no-brainer” in Ada County land use history! 

• Regarding Idaho Expo, it still remains one of the best re-development sites in the State. I haven’t given a great 
deal of thought to the specifics, but changes in the area and with the types of uses, primarily retail, would have 
me recommend a different approach than the one we recommended in the survey. To respond to the first 
question re: blank slate, I would spend more time assessing the surrounding properties to determine where the 
connections to them are. As an example, across the Boise River to the north is Plantation County Club, which is 
undergoing a fairly dramatic repositioning. The city of Garden City also has been eager to have a greater 
presence there. It would make sense to look at how connectivity would enhance the build out of Expo. The other 
reaction is that there should be more density on the site, primarily in multi-family. There are very few 
developable properties with the kind of river-front and greenbelt access that Expo has. Ladybirk Park could be 
relocated to the river-front, which would enhance the multi-family projects. Other components would be a 
Bown Crossing (but larger) type town square component that would enhance the residential buildout. Further, I 



would relocate the Fair to a site that could be combined with Canyon County in conjunction with a regional park. 
Perhaps even on some of the golf course land in Nampa. The Hawks would hopefully stay on the site in a new 
stadium that should be designed for soccer and as a convert venue as well. There is still a need for trade show 
type space in greater Boise and the Expo buildings themselves should be upgraded and food service facilities 
added to enhance these shows. Additionally the sports complex and trades how activities would benefit from a 
hotel on the property. Finally on the Adams or east side of the property, there is room for office or flex space to 
be built. 

• I would keep most of what already exists. I love that we have this large open public space in this part of town. It 
is near two large traffic arterials making it easy for citizens to access. It is diverse which lends the ability to 
accommodate many activities. 
 

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MAIN CHALLENGE OR OPPORTUNITY AREAS? 

• The mayor's resistance to more low income housing in Garden City. The inability to note how there are so few 
RV spots near Boise for all its many visitors.  Developers wanting premium home sites - Greed. The difficulty of 
tunneling under Chinden and Glenwood. 

• No additional traffic. DO NOT add more housing or commercial businesses on this corner.  It is one of the most 
congested in Ada County and the last thing we need is to further impact Chinden or Glenwood. 

• The challenge is the facility is outdated and needs upgrades. The opportunity is it is central and has parking. 
• 2. Flood zone. Makes Expo/Fairgrounds perfect use. Not broken. Self supporting. Find ways to fund/use old 

horse race track for county coroner, etc. 
• The main challenge would be finding a central, well-located replacement location for Expo Idaho for both for 

Fair and other events held at Expo, along with facilities to allow for additional events. There could be a 
tremendous opportunity in developing a new Expo Idaho facility to provide space for new opportunities for the 
County. Currently there are limited options to hold a variety of events so building a new thoughtfully designed 
facility could potentially incorporate alternative uses than currently being served at Expo Idaho. 

• The opportunity to turn this space into a public green space is now. Any new business development would likely 
eliminate this potential in the future. 

• Protect natural areas along river and greenbelt path; maintain greenbelt path; traffic on Glendwood & Chinden 
is already congested; pedestrian & bike traffic safety is a concern. 

• The main challenge is finding the funding mechanism to enable moving Expo Idaho to another part of Ada 
County. 

• Move the fair grounds to a different location. It is only used a couple weeks a year, and there is higher value use 
for this land for 52 weeks of the year. Opportunity is to create somewhat of a downtown/community feel in a 
residential/commercial/mixed use area. Include County office functions. Ada County could create income from 
the land by leasing ground to "tenant" developers for long-term leases. This could also help control rent on 
workforce housing. Opportunity is to (finally) build the athletic complex that can host semi-pro baseball, soccer, 
BSU baseball, and other civic and social events. 

• The biggest challenge will be finding, securing and transferring existing mandates to a new property. This 
primarily is the Western Idaho Fair, and other events that historically have been housed at the Fairgrounds. 
Additionally, increased housing and development will have an impact on an already impacted intersection at 
Glenwood and Chinden. There likely will need to be a review of the current ACHD TTOP plan for Chinden and 
State. This requires multiple municipalities to come together and rehash a long standing set of plans. Lastly, the 
transition could be impacted by elections and recessions. Both could severely hamper the final project causing 
to be drawn out and ineffective. 

• Garden City doesn’t really have a park like Ann Morrison/Julia Davis in Boise and more residents are moving to 
Garden City 

• Some citizens do not like change; $ 



• Our area has a history of citizen criticism of major projects. There was opposition to Boise Towne Square Mall, 
Morrison Center, BSU Pavilion, the convention center, Boise Airport, and more. A Boise State professor once 
referred to BoDo as “grandiosity.” Many people will criticize anything and everything. 

• The Expo Idaho site would be a great location for a variety of housing types including for sale, market rate patio 
homes and/or condos (especially along the Greenbelt/River), for rent housing with mid-level density for both 
market rate and workforce housing, retail along the Chinden and Glenwood frontages, office space (ideal 
location for Ada County consolidated offices), a community gathering space for Garden City helping provide 
Garden City with an identifying location, park space with baseball fields (to replace existing fields and green 
space but more in the interior of the parcel) and a transit center with "Park N Ride" opportunities (could be 
shared parking with the park space or baseball fields). Depending upon the future of baseball in Boise, 
maintaining Hawks Stadium until a new stadium is built. 

• I remember when the fairgrounds were on Fairview Avenue between Orchard and Curtis (yes, I am that 
old).  The fair had been there for years, and the move to Garden City was controversial at the time.  People 
became entrenched and didn’t want change.  There were also people who had something to lose by the move 
(e.g., business owners near the old site), and they had to be placated.  Well, many decades have passed since 
that move.  The fair in the Garden City location is more important to some than others – probably again due 
mainly to those who just don’t like change.  That will be the challenge – overcoming entrenchment.  But the 
opportunity will be creating a vibrant economic hub in the center of Garden City that could be a daily draw 
(rather than an occasional event-driven draw).  The key will be identifying a suitable venue for future fairs.  It 
should be within the city limits of one of the Boise-area cities.  If it is moved too far away, the resistance will be 
more intense.  Bill said some people have identified a place that cannot be disclosed as yet.  When that place or 
another suitable location is disclosed, I hope it is near the population center of our metro area. 

• Challenge - Traffic could be a challenge in and around this area. It’s already congested, especially when an event 
is happening.  Infrastructure would need to be created for easy access. Perhaps ramps over/under Chinden.  
Challenge - Another main challenge will be working with current groups that have been using the property for 
years – especially disrupting their norm if they are re-located. Opportunity – this is a beautiful property located 
on the Boise River.  It could be a real destination and highlight for Ada County. 

• The main challenge would be finding a central, well-located replacement location for Expo Idaho for both for 
Fair and other events held at Expo, along with facilities to allow for additional events. There could be a 
tremendous opportunity in developing a new Expo Idaho facility to provide space for new opportunities for the 
County. Currently there are limited options to hold a variety of events so building a new thoughtfully designed 
facility could potentially incorporate alternative uses than currently being served at Expo Idaho. 

• Political turf wars & political will to dislodge entrenched interests; demolition & relocation of existing functions 
to a more appropriate location. A joint Ada-Canyon County Fairgrounds would make a lot of sense. Process 
needs to be market-oriented, not prescriptive or proscriptive – how is the private sector engaged? 

• The biggest challenge will be to find the property and relocate the Fair. Operating within the political structure 
of the County, it will be difficult to make the difficult decisions to make change in its location and to be 
aggressive and entrepreneurial enough to make it happen. 

• The now defunct race track should be the main focus of development. It could be changed into a much needed 
large stadium for sports and outdoor concerts. I would then take the current baseball park and the stables area 
and change them into park areas. Landscaping of these areas and along Glenwood would help to mitigate noise 
for local residents. 

HOW DO YOU THINK ADA COUNTY RESIDENTS WOULD BENEFIT FROM YOUR SCENARIO? 

• More affordable housing. The nearness of housing to main transit corridors. More places for visitors to the 
county and Boise. 

• 1. More usable greenspace/park space for residents in this area that don't have any. 2. Traffic woudl still be 
contained to evenings and weekends so not to add to the current traffic crisis effecting Ada County. 3. The 
fairgrounds would remain close-in for all users . There are events at this venue all year round and visitation is 



high because events are advertised on the marquis and  the site can be accessed by all modes of transportation: 
bus, greenbelt, bike, sidewalk and road. 

• People already know where it is.  It is good to take advantage of what we already have and not leave places 
vacant. 

• Keeping Ada County’s fair central to Ada County residents. Perhaps building new Coroner facility would improve 
county residents. Selling existing park would fun needed facilities. Ada County residents love the fair and the 
Expo serves a broad spectrum, enough change already!! Keep it! 

• The opportunity would be to get valuable property close to the core available for housing, providing a location 
for Ada County offices to consolidate, creating a gathering location for Garden City and, financially, adding 
valuable land to the tax roles for additional property tax income. 

• Ada County residents would benefit immensely from a public park area. Much of the open land now is being 
developed into apartments and additional housing units. This will fill a much needed open space for residents 
throughout Ada County. 

• Enhanced interactions with outdoor activities & the river; bird watching, enjoying nature, fishing, biking; family 
activities. 

• Not sure but the residents of Garden City would certainly benefit. 
• Ada County residents across all incomes would benefit from this scenario. Workforce housing is critical to our 

future and this would provide an opportunity for all. Residents of the county would benefit from a place to 
gather for civic, social, and athletic events. Residents would also benefit from "opening" up the river access in 
this area, where it is currently not very accessible. Upon a final build out, this area would add dramatic value to 
Ada County residents. In addition to providing increased housing supply, and possibly multiple affordable units, 
it will enhance the walkability of the area, and provide substantial land and real property values thereby 
decreasing property tax in the area. If a state of the art sports facility was built at the site, it would add value to 
the community by attracting more tourism related travel, offering more events, and provide Garden City/Boise 
with an opportunity to capitalize on the economic multiplier effect of high quality professional sports in the 
region. 

• This is a valuable piece of property with great views of the foothills and right off the greenbelt. It has substantial 
potential as a development that could produce new tax revenue. Also the citizens or residents would be able to 
have more opportunity for entertainment and new residential housing. 

• Managed growth in Ada County will continue to make this area one of the best places in the country to live and 
work. A master planned development of EXPO Idaho could ultimately be tax-paying property benefiting the 
taxpayers of Ada County. 

• The opportunity would be to get valuable property close to the core available for housing, providing a location 
for Ada County offices to consolidate, creating a gathering location for Garden City and, financially, adding 
valuable land to the tax roles for additional property tax income. 

• We can have our cake and eat it too.  The current fairgrounds is old and outdated in many respects.  The move 
to a new location opens the door to fresh ideas on layout and venue amenities and could breath vibrancy into 
the annual event (which, quite candidly, could use a new look).  At the same time, the huge amount of land in 
the middle of Garden City that sits idle most of the time can be transformed into an important economic hub 
that can create new jobs and daily economic activity that could be transformative for that area.  This valley is 
growing so quickly that the new facilities described in the answer to the first question above would be packed 
with people spending money from the first day the facilities open.  In short, the answer to this question is 
obvious. 

• Increased property values in and around this area. They would get more year-round use. This could be a 
destination. Improved entertainment/arts district to be proud of. More tax collections and economic impact 
from the added infrastructure 

• Will help better identify Garden City as its own community. 



• The opportunity would be to get valuable property close to the core available for housing, providing a location 
for Ada County offices to consolidate, creating a gathering location for Garden City and, financially, adding 
valuable land to the tax rolls for additional property tax income. 

• By repurposing a woefully under-utilized property 
o Better use of existing infrastructure and services 
o Increased tax revenue 
o Increased vibrancy 
o Increased supply of housing & housing options 

• Ada County residents would benefit from the transformation of the Idaho Expo in several ways. First, most of 
the property would come on to the property tax rolls and the proceeds from the sales or PPP income would 
enhance the County’s balance sheet and enable them to meet demands they have in other areas. By creating a 
densely developed community on the site, the county could provide an example of how to address growth and 
provide much needed additional housing. Finally, the Expo site would appear to be the only chance we have to 
keep the Hawks in town and an enhanced sports complex (maybe even with swimming as Tommy Ahlquist has 
proposed) would be a strong additional compliment/draw to the area. 

• If this area is changed into retail or residential development, we will lose forever our chance to have this area 
serve all of the valley residents. As it is now and with the development of the race track into a stadium, it will 
serve the majority. The addition of the parks along the river will help save the integrity of the river. 


